
These are posts from a forum of people who have taken the exam: 
 
1. 
Firstly, there weren't a lot of questions that jumped out at me as something that you could 
simply grab a book and study. You seemed to need a general knowledge of world geography 
and where countries are in relation to water bodies etc. 
 
What crops were NOT originally domesticated in North America 
 
What US city historically suffers the most natural disasters 
 
Know what classifys an undeveloped, developed and developing country 
 
Know the difference between regional languages and what are language families 
 
Where did Buddism originate 
Where did confucianism originate 
 
Know what a megolopolis is and what regions of the US are NOT classified as a megolopolis 
 
You will be given graphs which show population in contrast to food supply 
 
What is a consumption indication of a developed region (electricity?) 
 
What is considered a non-renewable resource 
 
A cold temp, but a clear sky in January in upstate NY is likely caused by what kind of weather 
pattern 
 
What human tool causes the most drastic changes in the natural environment (bronze, steel, 
fire etc) 
 
Do a google search for noted Cultural Geographers (there aren't many!) Learn a few of their 
notable theories 
 
What city out of a list lies between 40 deg and 60 deg lat north or south and has a rainy winter 
and warm summer 
 
What city in 20-30 deg north or south has a wet winter and a dry summer from a list 
 
Learn what economic systems are and what regions can fall into them 
 
Know what a core-periphery model is 
 



Know what causes a pushing force in migration from countries 
 
China is considered (multiple choice: resource rich, developed...resource poor 
developed....resource rich undeveloped etc....) 
 
What is not considered a grass land: tiaga, meadow, plain, etc] 
 
A country that is not near another that controls that country is an example of 
...............(imperialism) 
 
Where were humans located on the earth around 10,000 bc 
 
Where did humans develop urbanization 
 
What are the advantages of a flat map over a glope..... 
 
What is false about lattitude: it's a meridian arc, it passes through Greenwich, it goes from 0 to 
90 deg, it runs north and south 
 
Know a few land physiography terms (I didn't know quite a few of them) 
 
That's all I remember for now. If one of my questions doesn't make sense than it's probably my 
memory! I won't know if I passed this one for several weeks, but that's what I remember from 
the test as I took it 30 minutes ago. There weren't many questions on the test that seemed 
difficult. Some of them seemed WAY too easy to be right, but after reading them a few times, I 
realized it was the only answer. I probably would take the Social Sciences Clep before this one. 
There are a lot of questions from the CLEP book that would apply to this test from there. As this 
test seemed kind of wandering and ambiguous at times, I probably would have been stressed 
out while taking it if I had paid for it. Unless your a big-time geography nut, I would pass this 
one by. 

2. He refers to #1 

I just passed this with a 61. Highland Burial's questions were all on there. I'll add some more in a 
second, but none of the books or study guides give you sense of how specific or sometimes 
strangely worded the test is. Also, people who say they passed just by reading the AP book are 
either already very knowledgeable about geography in general or lying. There's is NO WAY 
someone like me who is ignorant of geography can pass with just one book lke that. I studied 
using Barron's AP book from 200. I used Human Geography by Fellman (10th Edition). An intro 
to Human Geography by Rubenstein and a physical geography book which I left in my car and 
can't remember the author. Physical geography is half the test so don't ignore that stuff, 
though you have to pick your battles bc there is SO MUCH of that to learn. There were some 
things I just ignored in physical geography bc it was too much to remember. Here are the 
questions I recall. Add these to highland burial's questions and you'll know about half the test.  



 
1) From a list of countries where are aridisols found? 
2) Where is the fire ring located? 
3) Where is Bhuddism no longer the dominant religion? They'll show you a map with a wierd 
legend and you have to figure it out. I guessed. 
4) What African country was never a European colony? 
5) Definition of imperialism 
6) What are ways globes are turned into maps? (Cube, cone or cylinder) 
7) Where were humans dispersed to by 10,000BC 
8)What is biggest threat to developing nations (waste dumping, migration from cities to rural 
areas...) 
9) What is a cause or result of a tsunami? 
10) What is the smallest storm? (Typhoon, hurricane, noreaster) 
11)In a particular demographic model (seemed like the one for a developed country) what is 
happening to the population? (expanding, contracting, stable) 
12) Be able to calculate retail break point. Gave two cities, their populations and disctance from 
each other. Had to use a formula which I didn't know. So I guessed. 
13) What city or state supplies the most fish. I put Peru which I think is right. 
14) If a company loses the bulk of the raw material in the manufacturing process where should 
they locate their business, close to the market or close to the material. This is a Weber least-
cost question and I put near the site of the raw material. 
15) Doubling time is calculate by dividing by what number? 
 
Be comforted that ALL of HighlandBurials questions were on there, so I'm guessing the ones I've 
added will be too. Good luck. 

3. 

Just took it; needed 48, got 70. On the version I took, the DSST guide was off on it's percentages 
of subject matter. Despite being called 'Cultural Geography', about 50% was based on Physical 
Geography, with the other 50% being based on Cultural Geography. Lots of questions with a 
basis of Earth/Environmental science, physical features, climatology, etc. I'm pretty sure I 
wouldn't have done as well if I hadn't already had a strong base of recent earth/environmental 
sci subjects and crash-coursed on the physical geography items. If you've already got a good 
handle on the cultural/anthropological/sociological subject matter, I'd suggest spending the 
remaining study time on Earth/Enviro science and physical geography. I mean, really, how often 

does one hear about Burkino Faso in the news?   


